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We explore the possibility that the right-handed top quark is composite, identifying possible
signatures of compositeness and how they might manifest themselves at the LHC and Tevatron. We
perform a complete analysis of the dimension six modifications of the top coupling to gluons and
find that cancellations among operators in the tt rate allow for very low compositeness scales, but
this can be drastically improved by looking at kinematic distributions. Turning to the LHC, we
examine four top production from a dimension six four-top operator and estimate the LHC with
100 fb−1 collected luminosity to be sensitive to compositeness scales as high as 5 TeV.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of the Large Hadron Collider era, it is important to understand in detail how physics
beyond the Standard Model might manifest itself in LHC data. While detailed exploration of the impact
of models such as supersymmetric ones is well underway, it is also important to be ready for surprises.
The LHC energies are sufficiently beyond any we have previously explored directly that there is room
for new phenomena that may not be directly connected to outstanding theoretical problems such as the
stability of the electroweak scale. In this article, we explore the idea that the top quark is composite,
composed of some new constituent particles (“preons”) bound together by a new confining force [1, 2, 3].
As the most recently discovered ingredient of the Standard Model, the top is the quark about which we
currently have the least information. This opens the door to the possibility of large new effects in its
interactions being relatively weakly constrained by existing measurements, and its large mass may be a
clue that it is different from other Standard Model fermions. In fact, many models exist in which the top
quark is composite [4] in order to motivate its large mass, and lead to a variety of interesting signals at
the LHC [5].
We choose to work generically in a framework in which the right-handed top is composite, without
getting attached to any specific model. Our hope is to identify interesting phenomena and features which
are not specifically linked to any particular model, but might reasonably be expected to occur in a broad
class of models in which the top is composite. We use effective field theory as a framework with which we
can explore the most important operators which can modify the top’s interactions with itself and with
other particles of the Standard Model. As a result, the bounds we find can in principle be applied to any
theory which modifies the top’s interactions, and are not limited to a specific theory of top compositeness,
or indeed a theory of top compositeness at all.
This article is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the most important dimension six operators
leading to modifications of top quark interactions. They are expected to lead to the dominant effects at
“low” energies, below the scale of the new physics. In Section III, we revisit their effects on tt production
at the Tevatron. This extends previous results [2], which strictly assumed coefficients as dictated by naive
dimensional analysis (NDA) [6] to a general effective theory framework, which flexibly describes the effects
of heavy new physics on tt production. As a result, it can describe theories of top compositeness which
deviate from NDA expectations, or indeed any theory which predicts a modification of the top’s coupling
to gluons. We also examine kinematic distributions and find that they are much more powerful than
the rate itself in revealing the presence of new physics. In Section IV we examine the possibility that
the operators modifying the properties of top lie at some what higher energy scales, and deduce their
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1contribution to the production rate of four top quarks at the LHC. We conclude in Section V.
II. TOP OPERATORS DESCRIBING NEW PHYSICS
We parameterize the modifications of top interactions through heavy new physics in the form of higher
dimensional operators which we add to the Standard Model action [7]. This is justified based on the
fact that top observables to date do not show any radical deviation from the SM predictions and it
is reasonable to expect that the scale of compositeness is probably somewhat higher than the typical
energies probed. Because at the current time and in the near future our information about top comes
exclusively from hadron colliders, we are most interested in operators capturing modifications to the
interactions of the top quark with itself and/or light quarks and gluons, since these lead to the largest
effects at a hadron machine. The relevant terms in the effective Lagrangian are,
L = LSM + 1Λ2 {Ot +O1 +O2 +O3 + ...}+O
(
1
Λ4
)
(1)
where we define each operator Oi below, and additional operators with mass dimension > 6 will have
suppressed contributions to the processes we consider, which take place at energies . Λ.
If tR and no other Standard Model component is composite, NDA argues that the most significant
operator will involve four top quarks [1],
Ot = g2
[
t
i
γµPRtj
] [
t
k
γµPRtl
]
(2)
where γµ are the Dirac gamma matrices, PR is the right-chiral projector, and g2/Λ2 is the coupling of this
new interaction. In the compositeness picture, it can be understood that g/Λ represents the amplitude
to create the composite field, and Λ itself characterizes the energy scale at which further elements of the
composite sector become important. The effective theory is sensible at energies below Λ provided g . 4pi.
We consider two options for gauge-invariant contractions of the color indices: contractions of two octets
(T a)ji (T
a)lk and contractions of two singlets δ
j
i δ
l
k. Note that operators constructed by replacing one or
more of the top quarks with a right-handed up or charm quark are also possible, and could lead to more
stringent bounds from flavor-violating processes. For simplicity, we assume such operators have small
enough coefficients that they are not important.
While NDA argues that the four top operator is likely to be the most important one in a theory in
which the top is composite, it is very difficult to constrain directly at the Tevatron, where the energy
requirement to make four real top quarks renders the rate negligibly small. Thus, we turn to sub-leading
operators which can contribute to observable processes, such as tt production. These operators represent
the first potential glimpse that the top is not point-like, as probed by short wavelength fundamental
particles such as gluons. The three dimension six operators are [8, 9],
O1 = g1gS
[(
HQ3
)
σµνλaPRt
]
Gaµν +H.c.
O2 = g2gS
[
tγµλaDνPRt
]
Gaµν +H.c.
O3 = g3gS
[
tγµλaPRt
] ∑
q
[qγµλaq] (3)
where g1, g2, and g3 parameterize the relative sizes of the three operators, whose over-all energy scale is
set by Λ, and we have assumed universal coupling between all light quarks and top in O3. NDA provides
the estimates g1(Λ) ∼ O(1/g) and g2(Λ), g3(Λ) ∼ O(1). The operator O1 is a chromo-magnetic moment
for the top [10], once the Higgs H is replaced with its VEV. O2 is induced by the four top operator
of Eq (2) through renormalization, and it was in that limit (with g2(Λ) = 0) that the previous study
used its influence on top pair production at the Tevatron to place a limit on top compositeness [2]. The
equations of motion relate O3 to O2 +O†2. We can thus consider complex g1 and g2 and g3 = 0 without
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FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams for the process qq → tt. The shaded blob in the diagram on the right represents the
insertion of the new physics g-t-t vertex.
loss of generality, since a non-zero (real) g3 can be recast through the equations of motion into a shift in
the real part of g2. For the purposes of our study, we do not restrict ourselves to the values motivated
by NDA, allowing for general complex values of g1 and g2.
III. TOP PAIRS AT THE TEVATRON
As alluded above, at the Tevatron the most promising measurements to constrain new physics in the
top system come from tt production. In this section we derive constraints from the inclusive rate of top
pair production, σ(tt). These constraints turn out to be relatively weak because of the possibility of
cancellations between the effects of O1 and O2, but we show how kinematic distributions can improve
this situation, and lead to much stronger bounds.
The inclusive tt cross section is measured by CDF [11] and D0 [12] to be,
σ(tt)CDF = 7.0± 0.3± 0.4± 0.4 pb σ(tt)D0 = 7.62± 0.85 pb , (4)
(quoted at mt = 172.6 GeV) where the errors are (in order) statistical, systematic, and arising from the
luminosity measurement. Both are slightly higher than the Standard Model prediction,
σ(tt)SM = 6.6± 0.8 pb , (5)
(we combine results from both references of [13], to obtain this estimate), but not significantly so. The
CDF measurement has slightly smaller error bars, and is slightly closer to the SM, and thus results in
the stricter bound. In order to be conservative, we base our limit on it, combining the various errors in
quadrature to arrive at σ(tt)exp = 7.0± 0.61 pb.
At the Tevatron, qq initial states provide more than 80% of the rate, and thus the dominant effect
of the operators modifying the g-t-t interaction results from an insertion of the modified vertex in the
usual SM production diagram, as shown in Figure 1. Since SM production does a reasonably good job
describing the data, we work at leading order in the 1/Λ2, in which the modified vertex interferes with
the usual SM production diagram. We neglect the gluon-initiated graph, which at the Tevatron amounts
to an error of roughly 10% or so in our estimates. In the composite top theory, this correction looks
like a hard gluon interacting directly with some of the colored preons inside the top, probing its internal
structure. Up to O(1/Λ2), the partonic cross section σˆ(qq → tt) is given by,
σˆ ∝ |M|2 = |MSM +MNP |2 = |MSM |2 + 2Re [M∗SMMNP ] +O
(
1
Λ4
)
, (6)
with the leading new physics correction arising from the cross term between the standard model and new
physics amplitudes. The resulting cross section can be rewritten to be proportional to σSM ,
σˆ = ˆσSM
(
1 + Re
g1(16vms2) + g2(4m2s2 + s3 + s(s+ 2t− 2m2)2
2Λ2(2m4 + s2 − 4m2t+ 2st+ 2t2)
)
+O
(
1
Λ4
)
. (7)
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FIG. 2: The inclusive top pair production cross section in the plane of g1 and g2. The region between the two
black lines is consistent with Tevatron tt cross section measurements at 1σ, and the Standard Model prediction
is represented by the black square. The black triangles denote two points which lead to a cross section within 1σ
of the experimental results, and for which we present detailed distributions in Figure 3.
where s and t are the Mandelstam variables, and m is the top quark mass. Note that at leading order,
only the real parts of g1 and g2 contribute.
We simulate the new physics effect by generating SM tt events using Madevent [14] and subsequently
reweighting them by Eq. (7) on an event-by-event basis, according to the generated kinematics. We
vary the real parts of g1 and g2, with Λ fixed to 500 GeV, and in Figure 2 we present the result for the
inclusive tt cross section in the plane of g1 and g2. The resulting cross section is somewhat more sensitive
to O2 than to O1. Also shown are the one sigma contours around the central experimental measurement,
revealing that if g1 and g2 have opposite signs, their effects in σ(tt) may cancel, resulting in no large net
effect in the inclusive rate, despite the presence of low scale new physics.
We expect to better constrain g1 and g2 by comparing the distributions of the tt invariant mass [15]
and top rapidity with experimental data. To illustrate the effectiveness of these distributions in revealing
the presence of physics beyond the Standard Model, we consider two points in the parameter space for
which we compute the tt invariant mass and top rapidity distributions. We choose our two points to lie
near the boundary of experimental error, thus leading to the largest deviation from the Standard Model
not already in contradiction with the measured tt cross section. These points are indicated by black
triangles on Figure 2,
Point 1 : (g1, g2) = (0.11, 0.11) Point 2 : (g1, g2) = (−2.0, 1.3) . (8)
Point 1 represents a case where both operators do not result in any cancellation in the inclusive rate,
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FIG. 3: Invariant mass distribution of tt for (g1= g2 = 0.11) and (g1 = -2.0, g2 = 1.3)
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FIG. 4: Rapidity distribution of the top quark for (g1= g2 = 0.11) and (g1 = -2.0, g2 = 1.3)
whereas Point 2 is a case where moderate cancellations result in a tt cross section consistent with the
Standard Model.
In Figure 3, we present the invariant mass and rapidity distributions for both points. Our results reveal
that despite the mild effect on the tt rate, the effect of Point 2 on the tt invariant mass distribution is
striking – in fact, so striking that this point is certainly already ruled out by the searches for tt resonances
[16]. While that data is not presented in such a way as to allow an outsider to perform the analysis,
we encourage the experimental collaborations to consider deriving such bounds as a by-product of the
resonance searches. The effects on the top rapidity distributions are somewhat more modest, but with
the interesting feature that because O2 distinguishes the top from the anti-top, it can lead an asymmetric
top rapidity distribution, and a deviation in the forward-backward asymmetry of the top [17].
IV. FOUR TOPS AT THE LHC
At the LHC, energies are sufficiently large to consider processes mediated by the four top operator of
Eq. (2), namely pp → tttt through processes such as pp → tt∗ followed by t∗ → ttt (see Figure 5 for a
representative Feynman diagram). As four top production is characterized by higher energies than tt, it
naturally provides a larger lever-arm with which to study higher dimensional operators. In this section,
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FIG. 5: Representative Feynman diagram illustrating the contribution from a four top operator to four top
production at the LHC.
we consider larger values of Λ, such that the effective theory truncated at order 1/Λ2 remains an accurate
description at LHC energies. Thus, for the purposes of this section we consider the case where the new
physics results in effects probably too small to be seen at the Tevatron, and the LHC is the first place
where non-standard interactions for top may be visible.
Since the Standard Model prediction for four top production at the LHC is very small (perhaps unob-
servably so [2, 18]), any positive signal at the LHC will arise in a regime where the new physics amplitudes
for gg → tttt are much larger than the sum of the Standard Model amplitudes. Thus, for this process to
be interesting, we expect that the O(1/Λ4) contribution to the cross section from the square of diagrams
such as the one in Figure 5 will dominate over both the Standard Model contribution and the O(1/Λ2)
and O(1/Λ4) interference terms with dimension 8 operators. We neglect these smaller contributions in
presenting our results. A very similar study (for the octet case) was previously presented in [3], including
interference with the SM amplitudes, and the results are similar to the ones found here.
We implement the four top operator into MadEvent by introducing an auxiliary field which mimics the
dimension six operator at low energies (we verify that the result scales as expected with the mass of the
auxiliary field as a cross check). For a theory with a composite top, with strongly coupled new physics,
we set g = 4pi, as suggested by NDA; the rates for theories with different values of g are easily obtained
by scaling our results by g4/(4pi)4. The resulting cross section, as a function of Λ, is shown in Figure 6.
The Standard Model prediction for the four top rate is about 3 fb [2], and we see that new physics can
lead to enhancements by many orders of magnitude over the SM. A previous study [2] based on like-sign
leptonic W decays and 100 fb−1 of integrated luminosity concluded that four tops are observable over
backgrounds (dominantly di-boson production plus jets and tt) provided the raw four top production is
greater than 45 fb. From Figure 6, this occurs for Λ ≤ 5 TeV, and is the largest scale of top compositeness
to which the LHC (with 100 fb−1) has sensitivity based on a simple like-sign lepton analysis. Since our
production is through a higher dimensional operator and favors relatively boosted tops, it would be
interesting to see if hadronic top reconstruction through jet shape variables could provide additional
channels with which the four top rate could be measured [19].
Many other theories can lead to an excess in the four top production rate, including theories with
color octet scalars [18, 20], color octet vectors [21], color sextets [22], and supersymmetric theories with
decay chains through third family sfermions [23]. Theories with additional down-type quarks [24] which
decay into W and top could also be revealed by the like-sign W search strategy. In each case, there are
additional features in the kinematic distributions which can help distinguish which model is responsible
for a positive signal. For example, we expect to reconstruct resonances in tt pairs for the octets, resonances
in tt (tt) for the sextets, additional sources of missing energy beyond the leptonic W decays in the case
of supersymmetric theories, and tW resonances for the theories with additional fermions. A systematic
study of the characteristics of four top signals would be interesting, but is beyond the scope of this work.
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FIG. 6: Rate of four top production at the LHC as a function of Λ with g = 4pi. Also indicated on the graph is
the leading order SM prediction for four top production of about 4 fb.
V. OUTLOOK
The top quark is a mystery. Its large mass may be an indication that is special in some way, and its
status as the most recently discovered ingredient within the Standard Model allows great opportunity for
new physics to cause its properties to deviate from our expectations. The truth about top is still largely
unknown. In this article, we explore some of the deviations possible at the Tevatron and LHC when the
top is not standard.
We find that bounds from top pair production at the Tevatron provide some information, but are rela-
tively weak because of the possibility of cancellations between contributions from new physics. Kinematic
distributions are much more powerful. The invariant mass distribution of the tt system can be pushed to
peak at higher values, and the rapidity distribution may become more central or shifted asymmetrically,
leading to a deviation in the forward-backward charge asymmetry of top pairs.
At the LHC, a more promising channel is provided by the production of four top quarks. The Standard
Model predicts a very small rate for this process, leaving a lot of room for new physics to creep in. We find
that a strongly coupled four top operator can lead to observable deviations even when its characteristic
energy scale is multi-TeV.
While we are motivated by the picture that the top quark is composite, our results are presented in
the language of effective field theory, and can be used far beyond the scenario at hand. Any theory of
new physics modifying the inter-top interactions or top coupling to gluons is described at low energies by
these operators. Once a deviation is found, the pattern of couplings reflects the UV physics which gave
rise to the operators and provides the blue-print through which we can build a UV-complete description.
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